
Vikan deck 
scrubs

The best of both hygiene & efficiency

Brush
scrub



Unique products for 
unique challenges

What:   A scrubbing brush with short stiff filaments and a water  

fed feature allowing water to flow from a waterfed  

handle through the brush on to the cleaning surface.

Where:   Heavily soiled areas, where dirt can be sticky. This brush  

is designed to be highly effective in deep cleaning periods 

or generally on uneven floors like checker plate, treated  

anti-slip & raw cement floors.

Why:   The extra short filaments allow the operative to push down with greater force 

than other brushes on floor surfaces that offer resistance.

Stiff scrubbing brush

Let the brush do the scrubbing

Vikan scrubbing brushes can optimise hygiene when 

the correct brush is used in relation to the task and floor 

type. By using the right Vikan scrub brush you can re-

move dirt and stains quickly and effectively so you do not 

have to compromise between hygiene and efficiency.

Select the right broom for the job

Our range of scrubbing brushes cover all the needs 

for professional cleaning where hygiene is essential. To 

achieve the highest efficiency and hygiene, it is important 

to use the right scrubbing brush for the job. That is why 

Vikan offers a range of colour coded brushes in different 

bristle angles, lengths and stiffness in order to remove 

dirt and stains efficiently even in hard to reach areas.

Hi-Low Deck Scrub

Stiff Scrubbing Brush



What:   A deck scrub with firm filaments in an angled  

base.

Where:  For cleaning floor surfaces under machinery, 

transport belts, food preparation tables and  

work tops. It can also be used on walls and on 

skirtings where the wall meets the floor.

Why:     The angled base ensures that the brush head is always 

in contact with the surface.

What:   A deck scrub with stiff multi length filaments.

Where:   In areas that have awkward recesses like floor grates,  

corners & along skirting boards where dirt can  

accumulate.

Why:   As the operative applies preasure, the multi-length fila-

ments spread out and reach into hard to reach areas.

What:  A wider scrubbing broom with firm longer filaments. 

Where:   Works well on all floor surfaces, especially smooth  

floors like epoxy coated and tiled surfaces. It is also 

used where there are holes or indentations in the floor.

Why:   The benefit of longer filaments is that it reaches into  

grouting or indentations. The easy movement and friction 

of the filaments means the operative does not need to apply 

 as much force to clean effectively.

Hi-Low deck scrub

Double length deck scrub

Stiff deck scrub
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Waterfed scrub brush

 Art. no. Filament Type Length Brush length

7041 Stiff 25 mm 270 mm

7043 Medium 33 mm 270 mm

Double length deck scrub

 Art. no. Filament Type Length Brush length

7044 Medium 36 mm 230 mm

Hi-Low deck scrub

 Art. no. Filament Type Length Brush length

7047 Medium 45 mm 245 mm

Deck scrub

 Art. no. Filament Type Length Brush length

7060 Medium 45 mm 300 mm

7062 Medium 43 mm 470 mm


